MINNEAPOLIS, MN

Super Bowl LII

NEW ENGLAND PATS vs PHILLY EAGLES

EAGLES drive down the field first but get stopped. F6 3-0

PATRIOTS do the very same - settle for a F6 3-3. Super Bowl first TD!

ASHLON JEFFREY FIRST TD!

EAGLES 9 (missed XTRA PT)

PATS MISS!

LOVE THE EAGLES HELMETS

TD BLOUNT! BINK!

RUMBLE IN FOR A TOUCHDOWN! MISSED 2PT PLAY

PATS 6 - PHI 15

Brandin Cooks OUT-HEAD

ALSHON\n
DEFLECTED INT!

NICK FOLES will get the INT but it's on Alshon.

12 VS 15

FOLES TD!

12P 22E

SECOND HALF DRIVE FOR A TD,
PATS 19 - EAGLES 22

HOGAN TD: 26 - 29
ONE OF THE FUNNIEST SUPER BOWLS IN A FEW YEARS!

PHI: FG! 32

NOW INTO THE 4TH QUARTER

IT'S A TENSE FOURTH QUARTER WITH
PHILLY DRIVING and 3:07 on the clock!

ERTZ TD!

WILL BRADY DO IT AGAIN?

2:21 LEFT FROM NE TWENTY...

INK! BRADY FUMBLE!

FOLES TD!

12P 22E

MOMENTUM SHIFT...

NE 33 - PHI 32

F6 PHI 33 - 41

PATS LAST SHOT

DENIED! WIN!